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1. MODERN ROCK

How are we going to get to the show?

Bored at Tiffany's, I suggested for the millionth time that we try to go to Lillapalizza, the

big alternative rock festival that was coming to town that very afternoon.

"Whoa, I nearly left you hanging on that! I'll go. I've been watching '120 Minutes,' and I'm

hip to the vibe," she said.

"Your mom lets you watch music videos now?" I asked, taking two slices of bread from

the toaster.

"Yeah, they've gotten so weird you can be sure she don't understand. Jelly?" she said,

holding out a jar from the fridge.

We'd been to a few bad concerts. My own worst experience had been a Battle of the Jazz

Fusion Bands my dad was competing in a few years before. But this looked too cool to

miss. And for once I had the money. I'd been carefully stealing fundraiser candy out of a

closet in the band room at school and reselling it for a profit. Who says crime doesn't

pay?

We decided to hitchhike to the show. Soon, a woman in a station wagon saw our

hand-lettered LILLAPALIZZA sign and pulled over. "I won't ride with just any girl who

stops," Tiffany said. "She seems too eager. Also, why does she have a tuba in the back of

her car?"

"Nah, she's cool. Look, she's got blue hair. Maybe she's in a ska band."

"You girls ready to hit the mosh pit, alternative-style?" the driver asked us.

"Uh, maybe," we said. We got in.

"Next stop Lillapalizza!" she shouted, and stepped on the gas.

After a couple of minutes she started talking about how thirsty she was, and about CD

Soda, the new alternative soft drink, which was her new favorite. She wouldn't shut up

about it. Finally she pulled into a 7-Eleven and asked us to get out and see if they had any.

"If they don't have it, do you want... uh... a Pepsi or something?" Tiffany asked.

"Heck to the nah!" she yelled. I was going to bring my purse, but she dropped a bunch of
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sweaty quarters into my hand.

Tiffany and I got out. "Hey, ladies!" yelled our driver.

We turned and looked. There, holding a blue wig in her hand and my purse in the other,

was Mrs. Thigpen, the band teacher.

"This money's going back in the instrument fund," she crowed as she peeled off. "Later

days, miscreants!"

I wound up losing my rightfully stolen money. Tiffany got grounded for sneaking off

without asking. And when we went looking for somebody to sympathize with us, nobody

believed it had even happened.
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2. POWER BALLADS

Love hurts

Something for sore eyes (5)

Factual (4)

Tee with contrasting neck and sleeve bands (6)

Nudity, in film lingo (4)

Cranberry crop growth medium (3)

Jupiter, to the Romans (4)

Journalist Safer of "60 Minutes" (6)

Seed (3)
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3. YACHT ROCK

If the wind is right you can sail away and find serenity

1. Sternum (10)

2. Gordita Supreme spot (4, 4)

3. Worthy of respect, perhaps intimidatingly so (11)

4. Brew with balls (4, 3)

5. Able to remain suspended on the surface of a fluid (9)

6. "I've returned and I'm thrilled!" (2'1, 5, 2, 2, 4)

7. Highly unpleasant-sounding Dantean realm found in the Dungeons and Dragons

universe (4, 5, 2, 6)

8. Science class byproduct (3, 5)

9. Long-running BBC Radio 4 evening read-aloud program (4, 2, 7)

BOB BLE TAC KATB OBE CK

OR LA RE TES EAT LLS

NIN EDT BREA DOU EA IME

STB AAT LE ONE BNO LL

BOO OFB SGR EHE BTA FLO

IT EBA AT TOB ATAB
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4. QUIET STORM

To fit in the grid below, eight entries must first be hit by the quiet storm, then get grown

and sexy: half the former, half the latter. Their clues are listed in alphabetical order

below. It’s up to you to determine which goes where.

* Bombard * Eat in style
* eBay transaction, often * Two-line rhyme combo
* Makes a horse noise * With-it quality
* Present-wrapping necessity * Words of analogy
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SIGNOFF

The answer is a four-letter object.
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